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Dec 30, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jennifer Courtemanche
2740 Associated Rd Apt D54
Fullerton, CA 92835-2955
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jane Bryant
214 Ashmore Bridge Rd
Mauldin, SC 29662
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Margaret Thilges
P.O. Box 560951
Rockledge, FL 32956
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Wolves deserve the Conservation Alternative. The opportunity to
comment on the rule-change for managing reintroduced Mexican
gray wolves comes not a moment too soon. Fish and Wildlife
Service management, with its heavy reliance on predator control
targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf population and
contributed to inbreeding. The solution must comply with the
conservation mandate of the Endangered Species Act and not allow
loss of wolves - from any and all sources, including government
take and illegal poaching - to keep the population from rapid
growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be

analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Amy Harlib
212 West 22nd St. #2N
New York, NY 10011-2707
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Cole
16404 Florence Chapel Pike
Circleville, OH 43113
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Terrence Logue
821 Pokeberry Lane
Pittsboro, NC 27312-5411
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Sarah Monigold
10844 County Road A
Mount Horeb, WI 53572-3034
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Carol Wiley
15457 Eto Camino Rd.
Victorville, CA 92394-1383
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Brien Hindman
53 Old Albany Post Rd
Ossining, NY 10562
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Candy Bowman-LeBlanc
2674 Woodridge Court # 1
Placerville, CA 95667
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Chris Carlon
2902 W. Curry St.
Chandler, AZ 85224-1047
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Dec 30, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ronald Petrusha
15238 272nd Pl NE
Duvall, WA 98019-6301
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Dec 30, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ruda Yi (or Lee)
Se-ryu 2 Dong 1141-18 202
Kwon-seon-gu
Geong-gi-do Suwon, None 441-880
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Erica Petrofsky
736 Adams st
Albany, CA 94706
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Timothy Lauxmann
214 S Main St
Leslie, MI 49251
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
mihir biswas
54 Motijheel C /A
10 th Floor
Dhaka 1000
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Patrick Coulson
89256 Leeward Ln.
Bandon, OR 97411-8368
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Rodriguez
6815 Rosie Ct
Granbury, TX 76049
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Christian Gruen
Flurgasse 36
Gaenserndorf 2230
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Joanne Ferguson
370 Irving Park Blvd
N14
Sheffield Lake, OH 44054
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Dec 30, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Crystal Strayer
11660 Church St
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-8917
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Dec 30, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Carol Taggart
1705 Valparaiso Ave
Menlo Park, CA 94025-5560
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
michael adler
111 SE4th ave
Gainesville, FL 32605
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Deborah Welsh
1110 Highland Avenue
Bremerton, WA 98337
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Please develop a Conservation Alternative to be analyzed in the
draft environmental impact statement that would upgrade the
legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from their
current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be

required in a future revision of that plan.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Erfert Fenton
2324 Cottle Ave.
San Jose, CA 95125
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Edward Thornton
7 Swarthmore Place
Swarthmore, PA 19081
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be

analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kristin Mueller
74 Stonybrook Lane
Contoocook, NH 03229
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mary Jane Moore
6145 BROADMOOR DR
La Mesa, CA 91942-3838
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Constance Sweitzer
RR 4 Box 520
Mifflintown, PA 17059
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Seth Ammerman
54 Winfield Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
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Dec 30, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Joe Salazar
610 Cherrywood Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95407-7514
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Dec 30, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Doris Certo
6401 N 11th Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85013-1388
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Dec 30, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
The following letter is my opinion on this reintroduction.
My family and I own 48 acres of land 17 miles from the New Mexico
border. Not one of us has an issue with the fact that these wolves are
trying to be reintroduced. In fact my family and I support this idea.
However we need to place sticker laws against the poachers, and make
the herders take responsibility for their livestock. As a professional
dog trainer, I know these animals are only doing what comes natural to
them, so why are you punishing them for their lifestyle? Why not
punish the herders for letting their livestock run all over the lands
free without a single soul to guard them?
I honestly believe it is the fault of the herders for not guarding
their livestock! I believe the government should place laws on the
herders, that is where this should start. Have the herders protect
their property first if they do not want to lose their property to
potential prey. What ever happen to herding animals that are also
known as livestock guardians like the German Shepherds, Appenzeller
Mountain Dogs, Rottweilers, Shiloh Shepherd, Belgian Malinois, Belgian
Sheepdog, Greater Swiss Mountain Dog, Great Pyrenees, Bernese
Mountain, Anatolian Shepherds, Akbash, and Maremma. All these dogs are
close if not bigger to the size of these wolves that are being
reintroduced to this area. If these dogs are trained correctly these
dogs will protect their herd and drive away the prey. If there 3 to 4
of these kinds of dogs on a herd they are large enough to form a pack
to push away potential prey such as the Mexican Grey Wolf. With out
causing harm to the livestock and the Wolves.
In my opinion it is in-humane what the government is doing to the
Wolves, the wild animals do not know any different, however the people
do, so that leaves me to believe it is the peoples responsibility to
care, maintain, and guard their property. So start with the herders
not the wild animals.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ms. GeorgeAnna Bell
12914 W Valentine Ave
El Mirage, AZ 85335-5332
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Dec 30, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Charissa Cascia
4522 S White Pine Dr
Tucson, AZ 85730-4232
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Grace Anne Striz
7003 Royal Knoll Ct
Pasadena, TX 77505
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jodi Lazar
3200 N Lake Shore Drive #1809
Chicago, IL 60657
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the rule-change for
managing reintroduced Mexican gray wolves; the wolf situation is
in grave danger. Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its
heavy reliance on predator control targeting the wolves, has
suppressed the wolf population. The subsequent elimination of
genetically valuable animals has significantly added to the
problem of inbreeding. The solution must comply with the
conservation mandate of the Endangered Species Act and not allow
loss of wolves - from any and all sources, including government
take and illegal poaching - to keep the population from rapid
growth and genetic rescue.

To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement. This
alternative needs to upgrade the legal status of the
reintroduced Mexican wolves from their current "experimental
non-essential" standing to a fully protected endangered status,
as both the number of wolves remaining and the significant
damage to the gene pool fully warrant this.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Sonja Andreas
9442 N Woolsey Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Angela Norton
75 Morgan Ave W
Battle Creek, MI 49017
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Kim
3825 Via Del Rancho
Oceanside, CA 92056
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
David Dunkleberger
1290 Almshouse Road
Apt. # 628
Doylestown, PA 18901
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
John Dunn
5792 West Dublin Lane
Chandler, AZ 85226
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Todd Quade
4346 Montclair Dr SE
Lacey, WA 98503-3539
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be

analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Charissa Cascia
4522 S White Pine Drive
Tucson, AZ 85730
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Donna Remick
3041 Century Lane
Bensalem, PA 19020
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Karl Sundstrom
2512 S 2nd Ave.
Riverside, IL 60546-1313
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Carol Taggart
1705 Valparaiso Ave
Menlo Park, CA 94025-5560
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Gary Ludi
2035 Azalea Dr.
Roswell, GA 30075
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Christina Roman
5170 Sherman Road
West Palm Beach, FL 33415
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
carol gerratana
61638 La Jolla Dr.
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ron Hopkins
15 wildwood Ln
Joliet, IL 60433
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration. Please give these magnificent
creatures the opportunity to thrive.

Sincerely,
Frost Saufley
789 Quigg Way
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
carol prost
22 elmwood
Maynard, MA 01754
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Julie Fiveash
3676 W 14th Pl
Yuma, AZ 85364-4189
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. James Kelly
6879 Sonya Dr
Nashville, TN 37209-5225
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Daniel Guido
2820 E Seneca St
Tucson, AZ 85716-3023
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. laurie sudol
580 Antelope Dr
Clarkdale, AZ 86324-3612
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
leslie klein
342 n highland ave
los angeles, CA 90036
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Dennis Paulsen
18200 S. Kolb Rd.
Sahuarita, AZ 85629
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be

analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
corinne greenberg
626 The Alameda
Berkeley, CA 94707
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kristi Katuran
300 Loney St.
Philadelphia, PA 19111
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Emily Owens
14710 Crosscreek
Austin, TX 78737
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
We are designated to become the new keepers of the earth and
what is left. We must protect every last wild animal and ensure
their future. Let us evolve into a better mankind and stop this
needless destruction of what was a perfectly working and in
order planet.
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species

Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kristopher Prow
N26143 Joe Coulee Rd.
Blair, WI 54616
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Alice Artzt
51 Hawthorne Ave.
Princeton, NJ 08540
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Erica Etelson
2244 McKinley Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94703
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
John L. Varga
21331 Veleta Circle
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Aaron Schuman
223 Horizon Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
laurie sudol
580 antelope drive
clarkdale, AZ 86324
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Alice Abela
2390 Lake Marie Drive
Santa Maria, CA 93455
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Monique P. Keeling
501 Roselawn Ave.
Monroe, LA 71201-5347
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Lauren Watkins
120 Annie Entzminger Ct
Blythewood, SC 29016-8384
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jim Phillps
33 Mazatlan Dr
Sonoma, CA 95476-7324
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
David English
239 Ewell ct.
Bartlett, IL 60103
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Bryan Kluever
1701 East Hedrick Drive
Tucson, AZ 85719
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Brian Millsap, State Administrator
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
New Mexico Ecological Services Field Office
2105 Osuna NE
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Attn: Mexican Gray Wolf NEPA Scoping
Dear Mr. Millsap,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit my comments regarding the rule
changes for the Mexican Gray Wolf reintroduction program in the Blue
Range
Wolf Recovery Area (BRWRA). It is my understanding that our nation’s
public lands are reserved for all citizens – not for the use of a very
few
who would like keep them to themselves. The US Fish and Wildlife
Service
has an obligation to see that this recovery program succeeds – the
obligation extends to assuring those who oppose this program that wolf
recovery will succeed in spite of their efforts to stop it. Up until
now
that has not been the case, and the time has come to exert the
authority
of the USF&WS and the American people over the wishes of those few who
are
abusing their privileges on our public lands.
Since
it is obvious the Blue Range population of Mexican gray
wolves
is not
receiving the protection they need to succeed in the wild, I
ask that you
include a “Conservation Alternative”
- changing
the
classification from “experimental, non-essential” to
“experimental,
essential.” Congress
provided for this classification, but the
USF&W
has not used it. It is
time to use it. It is proven that our wild
lands and wildlife benefit
greatly from the presence of predator
species, keeping our natural world
in balance – that balance is
essential.

Eliminate
boundaries and restrictions to accommodate wolf dispersal
as
packs adjust
for their needs. No
geographical areas should be
excluded from potential occupation by wolves.

Expand
Blue

the area for initial releases of wolves to anywhere in the

Range
Recovery Area. It is common
knowledge that populations
of
any species need diverse genetic input.
Receiving fresh genes
directly
from wolves currently in captivity would
enhance the New Mexico
population. A rule change that allows new releases to occur throughout
the
recovery area would give agency managers much needed
management
tools
for assuring the viability and self-sustainability of the
BRWRA
population of Mexican gray wolves.

Resolve
livestock-wolf conflicts in ways that keep wolves in the
wild
and achieve
progress towards reintroduction objectives. The USF&WS
must begin
requiring owners of livestock using the public land to
clean up dead stock
before wolves find and scavenge on them. At the
recent meetings I attended
I heard USF&WS staff say that there is
no
proof that this scavenging
leads to further livestock depredation.
I
have heard many other wildlife biologists express exactly the opposite
view of animal behavior.

The
three-strike policy must be abandoned and excessive wolf
removal
must stop.
Far less “take” of wolves should be allowed and intense
and
thorough
investigations into suspected wolf predation should be
mandatory. Not only
should carcasses be thoroughly examined, the
ranch
practices of branding
near wolf dens and baiting wolves with live
cattle - leading to predation
- should be considered in every case.

100 is
the minimum number of wolves needed for the BRWRA population
to
be viable and
self-sustaining. There should be no cap on the number
of
wolves in the
wild.

Revise
the Recovery Plan. The current Recovery Plan does not
include
objectives
for full recovery of Mexican gray wolves. Revise the
recovery plan before
or concurrent with this rule change so that
rule
changes do not preclude
future recovery actions.

Any
rule change should not include any provisions that would limit
in
any way
future options for recovery of Mexican gray wolves anywhere
outside the
current boundaries of the BRWRA.
Respectfully submitted,
Christianne M. Hinks
PO Box 26035
Albuquerque, NM 87125-6035
505-344-9747 Home
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
jsenn19@msn.com Senn
250 West 200 North
Hyrum, UT 84319
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
MIKE HLAT
11 SAND STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14218
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Michaela Werp
4807 W 55th St
Roeland Park, KS 66205
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
I have traveled all over the world studying predator/prey
relationships and the corresponding loss of habitat and animals.
It has strengthened my belief that restoring our environment
to its past condition would be the best for all concerned, that
includes the re-introduction ao all former specie. The
opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,

including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
hk pitts
609 Summerglen Dr.
CollegeStation, TX 77840
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves is welcome. Fish and Wildlife
Service management, with its heavy reliance on predator control
targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf population and
contributed to inbreeding. The solution must comply with the
conservation mandate of the Endangered Species Act and not allow
loss of wolves - from any and all sources, including government
take and illegal poaching - to keep the population from rapid
growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Robert Mihaly
1611 Rosewood Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-3737
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sherie Hartle
1873 Camino De Pabilo
Santa Fe, NM 87505-5611
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Christine Martin
61 Oliver Pl
Ringwood, NJ 07456-2140
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Angela Pelletier
PO Box 512
Westbrook, ME 04098-0512
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kim Staley
502 S Grove Rd
Richardson, TX 75081-3546
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Miss Staci Galvin
455 Camelot Blvd
Falling Waters, WV 25419-3740
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Colt Owens
1307 Reedy Creek Rd
Bristol, TN 37620-8599
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Pat Webb
171 Fieldstone Dr
Londonderry, NH 03053
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
brett ziercher
1405 cougar way
hesperus, CO 81326
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
I am extremely concerned about the apparent war on wolves. They
need to be protected at all cost, so the opportunity to comment
on the rule-change for managing reintroduced Mexican gray wolves
comes not a moment too soon. Fish and Wildlife Service
management, with its heavy reliance on predator control
targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf population and
contributed to inbreeding. The solution must comply with the
conservation mandate of the Endangered Species Act and not allow
loss of wolves - from any and all sources, including government
take and illegal poaching - to keep the population from rapid
growth and genetic rescue.

To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Gwen Nolte
PO Box 99416
Lakewood, WA 98496
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Lisa Fritch
P.O. Box 1288
274 leonard lane
Sugarloaf, CA 92386
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Robert Meier
6241 morse ave
north hollywood, CA 91606
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
courtney stefano
210 pelham rd
new rochelle, NY 10805
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
I would like to add my comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves. Fish and Wildlife Service
management, with heavy reliance on predator control have
targeted the wolves, which has suppressed the wolf population
and contributed to inbreeding. The conservation mandate of the
Endangered Species Act must be complied with. The loss of wolves
including government take and illegal poaching must not be
allowed to keep the population from rapid growth and genetic
rescue.
To accomplish this, please develop a Conservation Alternative to
be analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that

would upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican
wolves from their current "experimental non-essential" standing
to a fully protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Shirley Sonnichsen
1150 Englewood Dr.
Richland, WA 99352-9484
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ellen McConnell
14 Winsor Ct
Sayreville, NJ 08872
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Dan Trygstad
6277 S Franklin St.
Centennial, CO 80121-2526
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
I support the following comments below:
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.

To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Quentin Lewton
PO Box 207
Sonoita, AZ 85637
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kathy Murphy
49 Sandpiper Drive
Franklinville, NJ 08322
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Teresa Carey
9180 Coors Blvd. NW #2406
Albuquerque, NM 87120
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Catherine Steele
P O Box 3145
Pinetop, AZ 85935
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Andrew Schwarz
900 Chicago Ave Unit 611
Evanston, IL 60202-1886
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Renee Wagner
6520 Kalgan Rd NE
Rio Rancho, NM 87144-3520

